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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Baby and child-specific registers positive current value growth
Sun care is high on the agenda for parents
Parents look for quality assurances through product certifications

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Promising outlook for baby and child-specific products
Organic and natural products to become the norm
E-commerce channel has further scope for growth
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Bath and shower volume sales remain under pressure
Private label retains a stronghold in bath and shower
Hand sanitisers lose further appeal post-pandemic

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Cost of living pressures to weigh on category performance
Bar soaps to lose out to liquid alternatives
Natural trend is to gain further momentum in the upcoming period
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Colour cosmetics posts upbeat performance despite difficult economy
International players maintain a stronghold in colour cosmetics
Mass colour cosmetics outshines premium alternatives

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Solid growth prospects in colour cosmetics
Natural beauty trend to shape consumer purchasing patterns
E-commerce has considerable scope for development
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Deodorant sales strengthen in volume and value terms
Beiersdorf makes significant advances with Nivea brand in 2023
Normal stores prove attractive in difficult economic climate

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Deodorants roll-ons to eclipse sprays in value share
More brands to seek certifications as safety and natural ingredients gain importance in consumers’ minds
E-commerce sales face promising outlook in deodorants
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Depilatories in Denmark

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Brighter sales performance in depilatories
Competition from professional hair removal methods
International brands lead in depilatories

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Depilatories face growing competition from permanent hair removal methods
Sustainability shapes purchasing decisions with shift away from disposable razors
Subscription services have strong growth potential in Denmark
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KEY DATA FINDINGS
2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Fragrances witness slower value growth
Duty-free sales recover and put pressure on domestic sales
Premium fragrances grow ahead of mass fragrances

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Slower growth period ahead for fragrances
Smaller packaging formats to gain consumer interest
E-commerce channel to capture larger share of sales
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Hair care volume sales stagnate amid weaker demand
International players have firm grip in hair care
E-commerce sales continue to prosper in hair care category

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Limited growth for overall hair care category
Natural and organic hair care trend offers growth possibilities
Perms and relaxants to decline further
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Men’s grooming witness soft recovery in volume sales
Mass products outperform premium substitutes
Men’s grooming is still in development phase in Denmark

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Promising outlook for men’s grooming
E-commerce channel has growth potential
Premium brands to regain interest as the economy improves
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Consumers cut back on oral care purchases
International players retain strong position in oral care
Consumers prefer toothpastes with therapeutic benefits and natural positioning

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Oral care faces slower period of growth
Natural and organic trend to fuel developments in oral care
Popularity of electric toothbrushes spells demise for battery substitutes
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Skin Care in Denmark
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Skin care continues to see normalisation of sales post-pandemic
Consumers economise by switching to mass and multifunctional skin care products
Private label gains value share as price sensitivity prevails in skin care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Premium skin care to outperform mass segment in upcoming period
Natural beauty trend to fuel product innovation
E-commerce sales to strengthen in skin care
Sun Care in Denmark

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Bright performance for sun care in 2023
Premium sun protection enjoys strong volume growth
Baby and child-specific sun care outperforms other categories

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Sun care to enjoy strong growth in line with travel and tourism trends
Sun care to benefit from year-round usage
E-commerce channel has growth opportunities
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Premium Beauty and Personal Care in Denmark
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Soft recovery in premium segment
Premium colour cosmetics reports upbeat performance in value sales
Sales decline is ongoing in premium skin care

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Premium beauty and personal care faces difficulty as high inflation prevails
Renewed focus on e-commerce channel
The trend towards natural beauty will drive developments in premium segment
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Mass Beauty and Personal Care in Denmark
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Mass segment witnesses slightly better performance in value terms
Mass colour cosmetics outperforms all other categories
Mass skin care contracts as demand normalises post-pandemic

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Slow start to forecast period for mass beauty and personal care
Consumer demand for natural and sustainable products will shape product development
Private label to challenge mass brands
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